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From: Racquel Simpe
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:28 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX

October 21,2013 
Racquel Simper 

 
To: BC Utilities Commission 
 
re:BC Hydro Fees for Smart meter refusal 
 
Dear Commission 
 
I would like to send my complaint to you in regards to this fee being 
imposed on BC Hydro customers.I feel the fee to be extortive in nature 
and unfounded regardless of the fancy accounting work to justify $70 
per bi-monthly read.If Fortis BC can hire a private contractor for 38 
cents a meter read and charge $22 every two months then BC Hydro 
could certainly do the same.This shows a company ( BC Hydro ) 
rampant with high inefficiency and overly paid staff ( over 50%) make 
well over a $100,000. a year.No account is made that the current fee of 
$9.47 every two months contains all the fees per account to run each 
account, readings included. 
In my case we have a multiplex of 4 units and 1 building meter. 
That is 5 analogue meters.I feel that being forced to pay for 
approximately less than 2 minutes work every 2 months at a rate of  
$350 is unfounded.That is 12 minutes work per year for $2100.00 in 
fees.Why is no fair fee structure in place for multiplex reads. 
Sometimes we have had estimate bills and readings are then 4 months 
apart.I would ask the commission to ignore the Government directive to 
impose the fees and do its job.That is the job of being fair with the 
citizens of British Columbia.This Smart meter mess could have been 
avoided if BC Hydro had consulted the public and the Commission 
prior to the roll-out without Government interference.Further BC Hydro 
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is adding a small  cell tower on each meter.This is new and 
additional.People are asking that this not be imposed on their 
homes.They should have a right to object and not be subjected to a 
possible health risk on their homes or be penalized. 
I would hope that the Commission would consider the plight of low 
income people and multiplex situations in their decision. 
 
Sincerely Racquel Simper 




